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Emily Grumish

kaidenPOPE | Reporter
Emily Grumish is a
Parkland
sophomore.
She is the president of
the Parkland chapter of
the Greek fraternity Phi
Theta Kappa’s honor society and Club Access. She
is also in the beginning
process of creating the
mission values for a service-learning club.
Grumish grew up in
Champaign and graduated to Central High
School in 2016. At Central, Grumish was on
the varsity cheerleading
team.
In high school, Grumish took dual credit
courses to prepare for
a CNA degree, but has
switched to a psychology
focus. Grumish is currently a psychology major
and hopes to get her
degree in developmental
psychology from the University of Illinois.
On Nov. 3 2017, Grumish became the president of the Alpha Psi Eta
chapter of the greek fraternity Phi Theta Kappa’s
society the same night
that she was inducted as
a member.
“When I started honor
SEE HUMANS PAGE 2

Living Tree Ceremony
emmaGRAY | Editor
On Friday, April 27 at
10 a.m., Parkland’s Foundation will be hosting its
annual Living Tree Ceremony to celebrate Arbor
Day and to honor and
remember
individuals
with the planting of trees.
The ceremony will be
held in the Dodds Multipurpose Room in the
Child Development Center and will be followed
by a short reception with
refreshments. After the
reception, people will go
to visit with their trees.
This year, six trees will
be planted in the Memorial Grove. The grove
already has over 160
trees in it in honor, or in
memory, of various people, according to Susan
Goldenstein, Parkland’s
foundation coordinator.
“From the red barns
all along Bradley Ave,
there’s rows and rows of
trees and that is called
Memorial Grove. There’s
actually a sign out there
if you look close enough,”
Goldenstein said.
In order to have a tree
planted in honor or in
memory of someone, families or friends contribute
$500 or more to the Park-

land Foundation. This
cost pays for the planting
of the tree, the plaque,
and for the maintenance
of the tree according to
Goldenstein.
The purpose of the
event is to allow families
a way to remember and
honor their loved ones
through a “living gift,”
while beautifying the
campus.
The Living Tree Program helps Parkland
plant a variety of trees on
campus, with Memorial
Grove consisting of many
kinds of trees. Goldenstein says that Parkland’s
physical plant determines what kinds of trees
should be planted each
year, considering factors
such as which trees will
do best near which other
trees.
“They try to do a variety, from flowering trees
to small, short evergreens.
There’s a large variety…
I’m sure right now everything just looks dead, but
come late spring, early
summer, it looks really
nice out there,” Goldenstein said.
Parkland has been
holding an Arbor Day
event almost every year
since 1980 when the
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The Parkland Memorial Grove sign is located off of Perimeter Road by the
S-building.
Parkland College Association created the Ad
Hoc Arbor Day Committee during their senate
meeting. In 1993, Parkland’s foundation started
to host the annual Arbor
Day event.
Arbor Day itself is a
nationally
celebrated
holiday, however what
day Arbor Day falls on
depends on which state
you are in, with some
states hosting Arbor Day
for a full week and some
placing their Arbor Day

celebrations at the best
tree planting times for
their region. In Illinois,
Arbor Day falls on the
last Friday of every April,
which is also when the
national holiday falls.
The people being honored or commemorated
this year at Parkland
include Ena Raaymakers
Ballinger, Raymond Bielert, Mary K. Flora Farber Evans, Rupert Evans,
Barbara J. and Edward
F. Kobel, Shirley Clausen
Mahaffey, and Geneva

Katherine Stelle.
The deadline for having a tree planted this
year has already passed,
but for more information
about the ceremony and
about future tree plantings, contact Goldenstein
at
sgoldenstein@parkland.edu.
For more information
about Arbor Day celebrations around the country,
visit arborday.org.

Parkland literary and visual
art magazine seeks artists
davidSAVEANU | Reporter
Images,
Parkland’s
annual visual and literary art magazine since
1981, is currently accepting submissions for its
next publication.
Miranda Baur, the Prospectus’ media manager,
organizes and runs the
magazine.
“Images welcomes all
types of art,” Baur said.
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Some examples of past
year’s entries include
sculptures, wood work,
architecture
design,
poetry, and photography.
“There’s really no limit
to what can be in it,” Baur
said.
The process of submitting work involves taking pictures of the work
if necessary or sending in a Word document
with written submis-

sions. After submitting,
the works are anonymously provided to student judges to look over.
The judges pick which
pieces will appear in the
magazine.
“I remove [the artist’s]
name from [their] work
[and] send it out to the
judges. They will decide
in or out,” Baur said.
The goal is to ultimately
have enough members of

Images that it becomes a
community, a club.
“I really want to make
it a club. Members can
be a judge and there can
be an editor and a media
person that makes posters and magazines…
That would be the future
dream for this,” Baur
said.
Baur has big plans
for Images. She hopes
Images could do things

Fact or Fiction
The popular retail chain Kohl’s opened their very first store in
Springfield in 1968.
ANSWER ON PAGE 3

like host open mic nights
or creative writing workshops.
“I think that would be
really fun,” Baur said.
“Parkland
has
so
many talented artists –
it’s ridiculous, I see their
work around campus,”
Baur said.
Baur talked about
the possible disconnect
SEE ART PAGE 2
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PARKLAND
Planetarium presents new
plate tectonics hypothesis
gregGANCARZ | Editor

On Friday, April 6, Dr. Lijun Liu, an
associate professor in the department
of Geology at the University of Illinois
spoke at Parkland’s Staerkel Planetarium on using supercomputers to analyze
and record the traces of plate tectonics,
a method of researching which is allowing new discoveries and hypotheses to be
made on the subject.
The event began at 7 p.m. and brought
a packed house into the planetarium.
The cost of admission was $2. Some
Parkland instructors offered to reimburse their students if they attended,
in addition to offering extra credit. The
crowd present appeared to be largely
made up of students and local residents.
Dr. Liu’s demonstration and lecture
included 3D imaging of the Earth’s core
and mantle, reaching hundreds of kilometers down below the surface. Perhaps
the most striking aspect of Liu’s lecture was his proposal of a new hypothesis regarding the formation and fueling of the Yellowstone super volcano,
which is located within the central U.S..
Although much of the presented material was above the general populace’s
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HUMANS
society, I didn’t really know what it was.
I just started attending officer meetings without being an officer because I
wanted to learn more about it. And then
I got started being asked to do different
tasks, and [the coordinator] saw that I
had some leadership skills that needed
growth, but then she realized that ‘Oh,
she’s capable of this,’ and started giving me more leadership positions. Then
I became the president,” Grumish said.
One of the main components of her
involvement in the honor society is
organizing the Honors in Action event.
There are two parts to this event: the
research and the action components.
Every year that she has been involved,
Grumish has helped her chapter of Phi
Theta Kappa figure out a topic they
would like to research that is relevant
to students. She also oversees how this
research is applied in the action portion
to the school.
This year, Grumish’s chapter chose
information literacy through the theme
of “Myth and Reality.” Grumish helped
bring together panelists for a one-hour
public panel including Parkland teachers in journalism, political science, and
marketing, as well as a Parkland librarian.
“We worked with Sarah Grison from
Parkland’s First Year Experience to
develop an information literacy course to
be included in the curriculum, which is
an ongoing portion of the project.” Grumish said.
Grumish also was awarded the All
USA Academic Team for Parkland
through Phi Theta Kappa and the AllIllinois Academic Team. She will be
attending the 100th Anniversary of Phi
Theta Kappa ceremony later this month.
“When you’re put into an officer position, you need to do a lot at the same
time. You’re definitely doing a lot of new

knowledge of the subject, Liu, originally
from China, effectively summarized the
complex data and visual graphics and
what it generally meant for his research.
“Instead of the well accepted hypothesis of this material coming from deep in
the mantle, he’s proposing that it’s the
subduction of the ocean plate; the Nazca
Plate, off the west coast of North America beneath the North American Plate,
that’s causing the material to be shoved
up closer to the surface,” said Julie
Angel, associate professor of Earth science at Parkland. “He’s proposing that
that’s the heat source and that’s the
source of this molten material for the
Yellowstone Volcano, not [from] deep in
the Earth; the mantle. That was the big
take away.”
Angel said she thinks the hypothesis
does have potential.
“With more research, with more people taking a look at this process, [and]
with more data being collected via this
three-dimensional technology, I believe
that it could be a competing hypothesis
for Yellowstone,” Angel said.
Angel said this proposal was the aspect
of the talk she found most interesting.
Angel also offered the students of some

things that you may not have been able
to do before,” Grumish said.
Grumish is involved with Club Access
as well as with Phi Theta Kappa. Club
Access is a Parkland student organization dedicated to help educate about
mental wellness and other problems
such as suicide prevention, drug use,
and sexual assault awareness. The main
goal of Club Access is to teach students
about how to be safe and how to keep
themselves mentally well.
“I feel like one of the main reasons I
got involved with Club Access is because
of my social anxiety,” Grumish said.
“It’s hard when you’re in the honor society and you have to be confident and a
good public speaker. When I was in high
school, I thought that I’d never be good
at public speaking. It got to the point
where I thought that I’d never be a good
public speaker if I don’t practice it…I’m
getting better at not letting my anxiety
get in the way of being a leader.”
In the fall of 2017, Club Access brought
together professionals from Carle and
Rosecrance, a local behavioral health
non-profit, as well as Parkland teachers for a depression screening. Students
could come in to the counseling office,
watch a video on depression, and participate in a discussion. Club Access also
held an anxiety screening and an alcohol
abuse screening in March 2018.
“There [are] a lot of events. The counseling office helps tremendously with
the wellness center to make things happen that I can’t really do as a student,”
Grumish said.
Grumish wants to finish college and
then decide what opportunities are
available.
“I feel like I like to stay open to new
opportunities and with the field of psychology there are so many things you
could do. I used to think that I wanted
to work with children, but now I’m really
into forensic psychology.” Grumish said.
“I want to explore a lot of different fields
of psychology and then decide where to
go from there.”
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Pictured is the inside of the
Staerkel Planetarium.
of her classes extra credit for attending
the lecture, including students in certain
geology courses at Parkland.
“The reason I offered the extra credit
to my students to go and attend these
talks is because it is directly related to
the material that we covered in class
on plate tectonics. It gave the students
a richer view of how plate tectonics is
researched in modern day; how researchers from the U of I are using new technology, three-dimensional technology, to
map what’s going on under the Earth’s
surface,” Angel said.
Angel said she heard of the event

through the planetarium itself and was
frequently reminded to remind her students of the event thanks to plentiful
marketing and fliers distributed by the
planetarium.
Angel was not the only Parkland professor to encourage students to attend.
Manny Rodriguez, a chemistry professor, also encourage his students to
attend the lecture. Keegan Payne, who
is enrolled in Rodriguez’s course, was
offered the opportunity to attend the
event and then write a reflection paper
for a chance to earn extra credit.
Payne said that although the topic did
not directly correlate to her chemistry
course, she had taken a geology course
in the past so she was still familiar with
the topic.
“I enjoyed it a lot. It was really interesting. My favorite part was that it’s
actually in the planetarium so it makes
the whole science talk a lot more interesting than if it was just in a lecture hall.
As far as chemistry, it didn’t connect all
that much, but there was some information that kind of related,” Payne said. “I
think that the planetarium always does
a really great job picking the science
talks. It was really interesting.”
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ART

between Parkland’s
artists and the magazine. She feels Images
could become a community that connects
ideas and helps students develop as artists.
“I think that literary and visual art
magazines are such
a potential to build a
community of artists,
or people that care
about art,” Baur said.
Images would help
Photo by davidSAVEANU | The Prospectus
students “see [...] who Pictures are Images magazines, the 2016 issue
else is at Parkland, (left) and 2017 issue (right).
who you could be taking classes with and not know they do
The deadline for submissions has
this kind of art and [you] could reach out been extended to midnight, on April 27.
to them and collaborate, or just get some
“We have a great group of submisfeedback from peers,” Baur said.
sions currently, and I am excited for
“Being part of a community allows more to submit,” Baur said.
for growth and perspective. Images is
Images is also looking for judges and
a good start to that [community],” Baur other contributors, whether it’s editors
said.
or other creative individuals.
Baur believes that by submitting
“If there was ever a student interested
work to Images and getting published, in putting it together and knew how to
artists are part of a community, since use the Adobe Creative Suite, I would
artists around the school have access to happily work with them,” Baur said.
your work, which is valuable.
The magazine comes out at the end of
“The feedback is so [...] essential,” every school year. It is available at the
Baur said. “It’s important to be open Student Life desk for free.
to criticism and Images can start those
Only current Parkland students can
conversations.”
submit art or participate in Images.
Baur said that not only does publishTo submit work or sign up to judge,
ing allow for collaboration and growth email images@parkland.edu.
from feedback, but it also allows for the
For more information about submitartist to be taken seriously and appre- ting, visit prospectusnews.com and click
ciated.
on the “Images Magazine” tab at the top
“It doesn’t hurt to say you were peer of the page.
reviewed and it was decided that your
work […] could represent Parkland’s
creative community,” Baur said.
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The Prospectus works to proliferate information
relevant to Parkland-goers and provide its
student workers with a space conducive to the
learning environment.
The Prospectus is Parkland College’s campus-wide student
newspaper, and has been in constant production since late
1968. Our reporters and editors are exclusively students
of Parkland College with a variety of majors and career
interests, not just communications and journalism. We set
out to provide an outlet for students to further develop their
writing, photography, communication, time management,
and critical thinking skills while producing a quality, trusted
source of news for Parkland-goers. The Prospectus
publishes weekly during Parkland’s spring and fall semesters
and three times during the summer semester.

Did you know?
All unused issues of the Prospectus are
recycled or donated to the Parkland College
Veterinary Technology program.
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COMICS
&
PUZZLES
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1. beat or stir
3. work into dough with hands
4. the act of bringing to the temperature at which a liquid bubbles and turns
to vapor
5. less than boiling
10. slicing device with adjustable blades
11. a downward cutting movement
13. French cut, long thin strips
14. a metal framework used for cooking food over an open fire
16. cut into small cubes
17. a solution of salt, water, and seasoning for preserving food
18. fry quickly in a little hot fat
19. a dish of meat and vegetables cooked slowly in liquid in a closed dish
or pan
20. to preserve a food by salting, smoking, pickling, and/or drying

crossword made on education.com
1

2

3
4
5

6
7

9

8

10

11

DOWN
12
13

2. object that weighs things
4. fry (food) lightly and then stew it slowly in
a closed container
6. verb using cups, spoons, and weight
7. French for “broth”
8. to heat gently and gradually
9. a type of skimmer used in East Asian
cuisine in the form of a wide shallow
wire-mesh basket with a long handle
12. cut into thin layers
15. reduce to small shreds by rubbing it on a
sharp plane
18. a utensil consisting of a wire or plastic
mesh held in a frame, used for straining solids from liquids, for separating
coarser from finer particles, or for reducing soft solids to a pulp.

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

t weighs things
ightly and then stew it slowly in
ontainer
cups, spoons, and weight
"broth"
ntly and gradually

Across:
1. beat or stir
3. work into dough with hands
4. the act of bringing to the temperature at
which a liquid bubbles and turns to vapor
5. less than boiling
10. slicing device with adjustable blades

Crossword
Puzzle
ANSWERS FROM

kimmer used in East Asian
11. a downward cutting movement
the form of a wide shallow
13. French cut, long thin strips
basket with a long handle
14. a metal framework used for cooking food
in layers
over an open ﬁre
small shreds by rubbing it on a
16. cut into small cubes
P Y
e
17. a solution of salt, water, and seasoning for
onsisting of a wire or plastic
preserving food
C A
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18. fry quickly in a little hot fat
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Gemini (5/21 - 6/20) - The pursuit of avarice will lead to your
Down:
embarrassment
if youyour
do not
yourself
carefully.
yright 2018
Education.com soonBuild
ownwatch
custom
worksheet
at education.com/worksheet-generator
1. Dodge car model, spiteful person, and
snake
wear this at a ﬂashy party around your
neck, or don't
3. popular Illinois crop and red and orange
snake
4. house in Harry Potter
5. Parkland's snake
6. muppet snake from Sesame Street
8. fruit and yellow snake
11. Voldemort's snake
12. another name for Egyptian cobra

Cancer (6/21 - 7/22) - The time of great glory for yourself will
2.
soon be nigh. Prepare accordingly.

Leo (7/23 - 8/22) - The long struggle will soon payoff, but even
bigger prizes may soon await. Choose your next path carefully.
Virgo (8/23 - 9/22) - The price of virtue may cost you a
relationship soon, but the loss taken nobly will benefit you
down the road.

Libra (9/23 - 10/22) - Your own hubris is beginning to cause
15. blonde pop star with new album called
discontent. Remain humble this week and all will be put into
Reputation.
place.

16. ﬁnd these snakes on Game of Thrones (or
maybe the beach)
18. it's not a groundhog, but it is a snake
20. action hero and U.S. state for ﬁrst name,
hates snakes
22. snake and baby have these in common

Scorpio (10/23 - 11/21) - A great move is soon to arrive.
Whether or not it’s for the best, will be entirely in your hands,
but be careful, for your loved ones will share the same fate.

Sagittarius (11/22 - 12/21) - Comparing yourself to others
has
Layout & artwork © Copyright 2018 Education.com
recently caused dissatisfaction, but the unseen is often what
defines.

Across:
5. Egyptian queen and character from
Shakespearean play who dies by snake
bites
7. ___ on a plane
9. not a gardener snake
10. Nicki Minaj's snake "don't want none"
13. another word for snake
14. large nonvenomous snake that constricts
its prey
17. Arizona MLB team and type of snake
19. largest size mattress and most commonly
kept house pet

21. woman from Greek mythology with snakes
for hair

23. venomous black snake, not the type of
dance

Build your own custom worksheet at education.com/worksheet-genera

Capricorn (12/22 - 1/19) - An apple will soon be ripe for the
picking, but only if you show that you are worthy of it. Bear in
mind; keeping a talent hidden rarely benefits anyone.
Aquarius (1/20 - 2/18) - Be not discouraged if your endeavors
yield little at first. The first harvest will be light, but the next will
be the ones worth scything.
Pisces (2/19 - 3/20) - The re-lit flames burn brightest, if only
for one last moment. But will the spark take once more? Your
perseverance will determine it.

Fact or Fiction
Fiction! Maxwell Kohl, a Polish migrant, opened the first
‘Kohl’s Department Store’ in Brookfield, WI in 1962 after
seeing great success with a chain of grocery stores. The
first Kohl’s department stores originally sold everything from
candy to motor oil!
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OPINION

Illinois should protect

pets from extreme weather
evyjoCOMPTON | Reporter
On Jan. 1, 2016, a law was signed into
effect by Bruce Rauner making it a Class
A misdemeanor for leaving your pets out
in the extreme cold or hot. Those convicted can face a fine of up to $2,500 or
up to one year in prison.
According to q985online.com, the rise
of deaths and injuries in pets due to
extreme hot or cold conditions is what
sparked the amendment to the Humane
Care for Animals Act.
According to the Illinois General
Assembly online records, the amendment reads: “No owner of a dog or cat
that is a companion animal may expose
the dog or cat in a manner that places
the dog or cat in a life-threatening situation for a prolonged period of time
in extreme heat or cold conditions that
results in injury to or death of the animal.”
Those in favor of the law want better treatment of pets, especially dogs.
According to BarkPost.com, the weather
affects pets just as much as humans.
Whether it is hot outside or cold, canines
feel the conditions, although certain dog
breeds will be affected more than others.
The supporters of the law want to protect dogs and other pets from dehydration or heat stroke in the hot weather
conditions and hypothermia or frostbite
in the cold.
Supporters of the law want fewer
deaths and injuries from companion animals being exposed to the elements for
too long. For example, if it’s too hot for
a person to be out without risk of injury,
or death, then there should be no reason
for the pet to be out in the same conditions. Just because they are an animal
does not make it okay to leave them in
the elements and risk harming the pet.
This law is meant to protect animals
from conditions that they cannot control.
For example, petcha.com states that it
will only take roughly 10 minutes on an
85 degree Fahrenheit day for the inside
of a car to reach a temperature of 102
degrees Fahrenheit. This is a dangerous
temperature for dogs and can result in

heat stroke. If the dog is not cooled down
appropriately before the car gets hotter,
the dog could pass away from complications of heat stroke.
Even a cracked window will not give
sufficient temperature control for pets.
Petcha.com states that a dog can overheat even in a moving car if the temperature gets too hot. No matter if the windows are down all the way or not.
On the other hand, leaving a dog or
any other pet, out in the cold can also
negatively affect them. Avma.org states
that there is a misconception that animals, because of their fur, can tolerate
cold better than humans when this is
not always the case.
There are limits to how long a pet can
stay out in the cold, the same as humans.
Avma.org says that it would be better to
keep pets inside during the winter so
that there is minimal risk of frostbite or
hypothermia, no matter what breed or
length of fur they have.
On the other side of the spectrum,
opponents to the law, believe that the
law is getting too deep into what people do with their personal pets, who are
legal property. According to ChicagoTribune.com, some opponents believe that
there are already enough laws out there
regulating what happens to pets, and
adding this one is pointless.
If one law cuts back on the amount of
deaths of dogs and cats each year due to
the extreme weather conditions, then it
is absolutely necessary.
The charge being a misdemeanor is
gracious as well; it is not a felony like
most animal abuse cases are now. We,
as humans, have a responsibility to take
care of the animals we choose as companions. Having one more law that protects animals that cannot protect themselves is a good step forward, and is
not overreaching into people’s personal
lives.
Moving forward off this law, Illinois
needs to follow in the steps of Tennessee and other states that now protect citizens who break pets out of cars on hot
days.

`Notice to Faculty and Students Regarding
FINAL EXAMINATIONS – SPRING SEMESTER, 2018
A final exam is expected in each credit course at Parkland College. Final exams for all full-semester,
February-start, and March-start courses will be given during final exam week – Friday, May 11 to
Thursday, May 17, 2018 – according to the official published schedule. These final exams are not
to be given early (during regular class periods). Final exams for all other courses (courses with earlier
end dates) will be given at the last regularly scheduled class meeting.
All requests from faculty to alter scheduled final exam times or dates must be reviewed and
approved by the Department Chair, Division Dean, and the Vice President for Academic Services.
In courses where a final exam is not appropriate, as determined by the Department Chair, an
educational alternative scheduled during the week of final exams is expected.
Students: These official College guidelines were established to more fully ensure that you receive
the full set of instructional class periods for which you paid and to which you are entitled and that
you have the appropriate amount of time to prepare adequately for your final exams. If your final
exam is given earlier than scheduled, please contact the Department Chair or Division Dean. You
may access an online copy of the final exam schedule on the student portal or my.Parkland.edu
Three final exams scheduled on the same day may be considered a conflict. Conflicts may be
resolved by arrangement with the faculty of these courses.
Questions or concerns about these guidelines should be directed to the Department Chair or
Division Dean.
Division of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Room X-220; 217/353-2181
 Fine & Applied Arts Department Chair:
 Humanities Department Chair:
 Mathematics Department Chair:
 Natural Sciences Department Chair:
 Social Sciences Department Chair:

Room C121; 217/351-2402
Room C122; 217/351-2582
Room X211; 217/351-2273
Room X210; 217/351-2280
Room D178; 217/351-2385

Division of Career and Technical Education
Dean: Room M-123; 217/353-2182
 Agriculture/Engineering Science & Technologies Department Chair: Room T-102; 217/351-2290
 Business/Computer Science & Technologies Department Chair:
Room B-116; 217/353-2351
 Institute of Aviation Chief Pilot: Institute at Willard Airport in Savoy, IL; 217/353-2171

Division of Health Professions
Dean: vacant
 Health Professions Department Chair:

Room L-122; 217/353-2468

Division of Learning Support
Dean: Room D-108; 217/351-2524
 Center for Academic Success Director:

Room D-120; 217/351-2431

Unmotivated, Stressed, Unsure or Anxious?
RIO: Recognition. Insight. Openness.
Where: B129
When: 4/11, 4/18, 4/25
From: 1-2pm

Join Counseling Services for three 1 hour
sessions to experience highly effective practices
that address these issues immediately!
To Register or ask questions, email Marya Burke
at mburke@parkland.edu and write “Register” in
the subject line. Deadline April 10th.

WHERE

FRESH
& FAST
MEET
®

WE DELIVER!
VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
TO FIND A LOCATION NEAR YOU

